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Dear Mr. Griego:
There has recently been a great ag~c5t!JFJllE~~iT~ncerning
the waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP).
In advance of two
Congressional hearings to be held here in Washington on September
8th, I would like to take this opportunity to bring you up to
date on the most recent developments.
Since the beginning of our nation's nuclear weapons program,
there has been no site for the permanent disposal of plutoniumcontaminated waste from nuclear weapons plants.
Initiated by
Congress in 1976 and authorized for funding in 1980, WIPP is to
be the Department of Energy's (DOE) first permanent disposal site
for these wastes. The 1980 authorizing legislation makes
specific reference to a site in southeastern New Mexico.
Since
· being elected to Congress in 1982 I have focused my energy on
responding to the valid concerns of New Mexico's residents and
making certain that WIPP is as safe as possible.
The land chosen for the WIPP site, 26 miles southeast of
Carlsbad has been under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land
Management. Construction on the WIPP project, started in 1981
and is now almost complete.
WIPP has not been scheduled to
receive nuclear waste until the land it occupies is permanently
transferred from the Bureau of Land Management to the DOE.
Legislation to transfer the land, known as the WIPP land
withdrawal bill, has been introduced by Representatives Joe Skeen
and Manuel Lujan in the House and Senators Jeff Bingaman and Pete
Domenici in the Senate. Out of my concern the safety of the WIPP
program I put forth a package of amendments to the Skeen bill
(H.R. 2504) in order to ensure the greatest protection of the
health and .safety of New Mexicans.
On July 13th, the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
took up consideration of the WIPP legislation, accepting all of
my proposals to improve the original proposal. While the
original bill did not require compliance with EPA standards, I
included a provision that ensures that no nuclear waste is
brought to WIPP until the Environmental Protection Agency
certifies that WIPP complies with the EPA standards for the
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The original bill had no requirement to examine the brine
seepage problem at the WIPP suite. I put in language which
requires testing. Under f:!:'e or i9ina.i J:.1.i.'.'0posal DOE could ha\•::>
conducted experiments on storing high level nuclear wastes,
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While there is no question that WIPP will affect the entire
state as waste laden trucks head for the WIPP site, the original
bill did not require emergency response training, provided little
impact assistance for the communities most affected, and provided
no assurances that the roads over which the waste will be hauled
could safely handle the extra traffic. My amendments added $200
million for the Santa Fe Bypass and road improvements, and
provide emergency response training and impact assistance
payments to the state and local governments.
My amendments also address the plan to transport waste from
Los Alamos along Saint Francis Drive in Santa Fe. They prohibit
waste from coming through Santa Fe until the funds for the Los
Alamos bypass are appropriated. This is consistent with the
resolution recently passed by the Santa Fe City Council and will
provide time for the Santa Fe bypass to be built before waste is
shipped from Los Alamos.
It is my intent to respond to the valid concerns of the
people of New Mexico who are justifiably questioning the
Department of Energy's operation plans for the WIPP facility.
The Federal government must provide every possible assurance to
New Mexico that WIPP will be as safe as possible. I will do
everything in my power to make sure that obligation is met.
WIPP.

Thank you for the opportunity to keep you informed about
Please contact me if I can be of further assistance.

BILL RICHARDSON
Member of Congress
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